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The McLaren Mission
McLaren Health Care, through its subsidiaries,
will be the best value in health care as
defined by quality outcomes and cost.

MESSAGE from the CEO & CHAIRMAN

Answering the future of
Health Care’s Call
The speed of change in health care over the past few years
has been incredibly fast. In fact, in the year ahead, we expect
a pace of change that will make recent history seem sedate.
McLaren Health Care has worked hard to get ahead
of the new demands of state and national health care
reforms, including the Affordable Care Act. Now, a new
administration in Washington will likely upend many
of these changes before they are even fully in place.
At McLaren Health Care, we are running a large,
integrated health care system that millions of
Michigan citizens depend on. And now, we have
to accelerate the pace — while there are still many
unanswered questions on where we are going.
For example, if someone should ask whether the
current health care model for McLaren is based on
delivering value or on delivering volume of care,
the only honest answer is “both.” The traditional
hospital-based care model is built around
filling inpatient care beds, both for usage and
reimbursement purposes. Yes, the marketplace for
health care is moving toward rewarding providers
for offering the best value and quality — but this
movement is inconsistent. In Michigan, major
health care payers, such as Blue Cross/Blue Shield,
still base their hospital reimbursement on the
volume of patients treated.
We face other questions that defy easy answers. A
basic inquiry on our system’s clinical and financial
results for 2016 brings a quick, one-word response —
outstanding. We have achieved the best operational
results in our history for this recent fiscal year. Efforts
to fully integrate our 12 hospitals and other facilities,
and to cut spending and improve efficiency are
paying off both clinically and financially.

All good news … but how will we need to reinvest
these gains? Our system has seen a steady shift
toward outpatient care, which is less costly and
more flexible than traditional inpatient models.
Does this mean more of our capital budgeting
should go toward outpatient systems?
Perhaps — but we still have 12 community
hospitals around the state that demand
ongoing infrastructure investment to
maintain inpatient quality. Further, while
market forces have pushed hospitals
toward outpatient innovation, an aging
baby boomer population may
boost a countertrend
toward more expensive
inpatient care. We’re
responding to these
conflicting trends
by investing
$650 million in
acute care and
ambulatory
infrastructure
for the next
fiscal year.
Once again,
the only
answer to the
question of
which direction
we must follow
Dan i el B O G E
Chairman, Board of Directors
is “both.”
McLaren Health Care
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There’s another funding issue that raises
unanswered questions not only for McLaren Health
Care, but for the whole U.S. health care system. The
2015 federal MACRA (Medicare Access and CHIP
Reauthorization Act) made sweeping changes in
how Medicare pays physicians for their services.
Beginning in 2019, Medicare reimbursement will be
based on new quality and economic metrics. We will
be working directly with our employed physicians
to help them prepare for these new payment
models, but also assisting all of the physicians in our
broader McLaren network.
Another subtle question for us would be, “Will
McLaren continue to grow through acquisitions?”
The best answer is “Yes — but not the way
we did in the past.” Our hospital merger and
acquisition approach is more particular today.
Industry consolidation has made agreements
more complex, expensive and time consuming,
with greater involvement by
investment bankers and
extensive legal reviews.
Further, as we’ve looked
outside of Michigan
at possible regional
linkages, we’ve seen state
parochialism become an
issue. Going into
2017, our

acquisitions will focus increasingly on physician
practices. Our largest such deal to date, the 2015
acquisition of Mid-Michigan Physicians, involved
100 physicians, but future partnerships will likely
be larger.
A final question for us may also be the biggest —
“Is McLaren Health Care keeping up with the pace
of change in the health care industry?” We believe
our strategy, actions, and results all answer with a
strong “yes,” but the velocity of change is now so
accelerated that we can never be too sure. We’ve
had a great year for improvement in our clinical
quality scores … so next year we’re aiming to
improve those scores another 15 percent. In some
areas, our performance ranks in the top decile in the
country, but to remain competitive, our best has to
get even better.
Our “systemness” approach to integration and
consistency throughout the McLaren family is
paying off. Initiatives like our blood management
program and CUSP (Comprehensive Unit-based
Safety Program) project are early efforts to deliver
improved, uniform care, fewer complications, and
lower costs. Now, we have to push even harder
to build this systemness approach into other
clinical and business processes across the McLaren
platform. This may make some of us uncomfortable
and require learning fresh approaches to delivering
care, but the results so far are proving worth
the effort.
We’ve raised many questions at McLaren Health
Care in 2016. Some have straightforward answers,
while many do not. We will let our results speak for
themselves.

P h i l i p A . Incarnat i
President and CEO, McLaren Health Care

Dan i el B o g e
Chairman, Board of Directors, McLaren Health Care
P h i l i p A . Incarnat i
President and CEO
McLaren Health Care
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Q
What is the next step after
improving both the quality and cost
effectiveness of our care?

A
Redouble our efforts.

Kathleen Kudray, DO
Medical Director
McLaren Health Plan

Denyatta Henry, MBA, RN, CCS, CCDS
Director of Clinical Documentation
& Utilization Management
McLaren Flint
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Over the past few years, McLaren Health Care
has forged a path of “systemness” in moving
toward uniform and integrated models of care
and operations.
procedure funding. When a Medicare patient
comes in for a knee replacement, we’ll no longer
just perform the procedure and say goodbye.
We’ll soon be responsible for all related care
over a 90-day period, including follow-up, home
care … everything. If we manage this arc of care
well, patients (and our revenues) benefit. But if
there is any weak link in the process, we all lose.

This focus on systemness is driven by the need
to survive and thrive in a radically changing
health care world. We face a major shift to a
high-performance, high-reliability, value-based
world. While this has proven to positively
impact clinical outcomes and patient care, it
also has a very urgent, workaday impact. Quite
simply, health care organizations must create
health care value to get paid. If we’re unable
to demonstrate that we’re keeping up with
increasingly stringent outcome measures, we’ll
be penalized … and possibly not be paid at all.
For example, physicians traditionally were paid
on a fee-for-service basis for Medicare patients,
and everyone got the same fixed fee. It was
predictable, so it could be factored into financial
decisions. Now, massive changes are underway.
One example would be the new Medicare Access
and CHIP Reauthorization Act (MACRA) changes.
Rules for this extensive payment overhaul were
only finalized in October 2016. MACRA does away
with the sustainable growth rate (SGR) formula
for physician Medicare payments and institutes
new rates based on clinical outcome measures,
use of electronic health records and other
technology, and quality improvement. These
make Medicare payments variable — in the first
year, a physician could get four percent more —
or four percent less — depending on his or her
MACRA measures. The “at risk” portion of those
payments will increase in future years.

Further, this funding structure will be competitive
among hospitals. Those that do well under this
arc of care approach will receive more funding
down the road. Those who lag behind will see
less. Hospitals in the years ahead will increasingly
be segmented into winners and losers. And the
standards will be constantly improving.
This is a radical shift in how health care is funded,
but we now must not only learn to make it work,
but roll it out on an accelerated basis. Medicare

The future of health care is already at our
door, with a new emphasis not only on quality
outcomes, but redefining “outcomes” to cover
the full patient care experience. At McLaren Flint,
for example, 2017 will see this new philosophy in
action with the “bundling” of joint replacement
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At McLaren
Health Care,
we believe that
we cannot
have healthy
communities
without healthy
physician
practices.

payment for cardiac procedures using the
same plan has been announced, and the
hospitals required to start implementing
it will be named soon.
The result is ongoing change in how we
deliver care, how we measure its quality
and value, and how we are paid. We now
have to not only improve the quality of
our health care, but master new, more
precise tools for measuring that quality.
Just a few years ago, most measures of
health care outcomes were simple, even
crude, and largely process measures. The
physician saw a patient with chest pains
— did you give him an aspirin, yes or no?
Now, we have more sophisticated tools
to give insights on how we performed
clinically. We’ve developed quality
dashboards that allow us to continually
review outcomes and compare them to
national norms. We’ve invested hundreds
of thousands of dollars in these data
capture and analysis tools to stay on top of
this, and our dashboard data is transparent
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to everyone — staff, regulators, funding
sources. There are no secrets on the
quality of care today. One result is that, for
the second year in a row, we’ve shown a
better than 16 percent improvement in our
care quality scores as a system.
To continue to meet and improve
upon these standards, hospitals and
physicians will have to form tighter
relationships. An ongoing focus at
McLaren has been the support and
training of physicians and their staffs in
dealing with the tsunami of regulatory
and practice changes they’re facing.
To help physicians fully comprehend
the impact of these changes, we are
working together to educate and
assist them in getting the technology
they’ll need. Closer alignment between
hospitals and physicians is the coming
trend. At McLaren Health Care, we
believe that we cannot have healthy
communities without healthy physician
practices.

Hadi Albarchini, RN, BSN
Administrative Nursing
Supervisor, Lead
Karmanos Cancer Institute
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Rami Safadi, MD
Interventional Radiologist
McLaren Central Michigan
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Q
How can the lone physician survive in a
radically changing health care world?

A
By not going it alone.
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Neil Caliman, MD
Chair, Department of Pathology
McLaren Greater Lansing

Here is another question in search of an answer —
what can Michigan physicians do to cope with a new
world of shifting payment standards, new rules, more
paperwork, and tougher quality demands?
This one has a straightforward answer —
physicians need to partner up.
“The new value-driven business model
[for health care] is here to stay,” says Gary
Wentzloff, president and CEO of McLaren
Physician Partners (MPP). MPP is an integrated
network with over 2,000 employed and
independent physicians aligned with
McLaren Health Care. The “value driven”
approach to health care puts new demands
on organizations and providers to meet tough
standards of quality and cost effectiveness
over a broader time horizon. Or, as Wentzloff
sums up, it “means the right care, at the right
place, at the right time.”
Sounds good, but for many physicians who
are making this transition, the process can be
disorienting. The coming new era in health care
reimbursement alone brings many unanswered
(even unanswerable) questions, especially
reimbursement shifts under the recent Medicare
Access and CHIP Reauthorization Act (MACRA).
“There is so much change in government
funding, with bundled payments and the
MACRA regulations, that it is overwhelming.”
Indeed, Wentzloff notes that surveys have found
half of MPP physicians haven’t even heard
of MACRA, and a majority are not reporting
the related quality metrics that are currently
required by the Centers for Medicare and
Medicaid Services (CMS).
“MACRA technically takes effect in 2017, but
payment penalties and rewards [based on
quality performance] won’t happen until 2019.”
This sounds like physicians have several years
to get their Medicare quality reporting in order,

but Wentzloff notes the kicker — “CMS will be
using 2017 as its base year.” Non-reporting or
poor performance on quality in 2017 will come
back to bite physicians two years later, with
penalties that can total up to four percent of
Medicare payments.
Payment pressures are squeezing physicians
from other sides as well. Nationally, the
Affordable Care Act is expanding the number
of low-reimbursement Medicaid patients
physicians are treating, particularly in primary
care. Physician fee schedules by Medicare, Blue
Cross Blue Shield of Michigan and Medicaid are
essentially frozen into the foreseeable future.
This income pressure goes hand-in-hand with
a new philosophy of how much doctors and
hospitals are supposed to do when it comes
to keeping patients healthy. “What we’ve
really become is a population health services
organization,” Wentzloff observes. A “population
health” approach to care forces hospitals outside
of their walls, a philosophy seen in one of the
biggest McLaren Health Care landmarks of
the year, the launch of a McLaren Accountable
Care Organization (ACO) named McLaren High
Performance Network, LLC. An ACO is a distinct
legal entity that teams physicians, hospitals and
other care providers to provide coordinated care
for Medicare patients.
“An ACO is the tuition we pay for population
health,” states Wentzloff. “We need to take
greater responsibility for people in our
community.” The ACO commits to a broader
definition of care, extending from prevention,
to acute care, to rehabilitation and post-acute
care. “In the past, health care was episodic,” says
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Wentzloff. “You came to see the doctor, we would
provide services and we’d leave the lights on for
you.” Now, an ACO approach to Medicare includes
reaching out to patients, especially those with
chronic conditions, and even addressing some
of the social determinants of care. “Is this patient
mentally ill, economically depressed, or less likely
to care for him- or herself?”
An ACO is expected to weigh these factors in
care, assume risk for the cost of care, and offer
an infrastructure for managing them. Further, “a
lot of these things weren’t reimbursed, but we’re
now developing reimbursement mechanisms
for this.” Blue Cross and Medicaid are also
transitioning to ACO models and products in
the marketplace “McLaren Physician Partners
basically puts all components together to
manage population health,” notes Dr. Michael
Ziccardi, a medical director for both McLaren
Physician Partners and the McLaren Medical
Group. “It connects all the services, networks,
and providers, with MPP as the central hub.”
This brings us back to the physicians, who
must now transition their approach to how
they practice medicine. As just one example,
Wentzloff notes that physicians like to have all

of their appointments for the day booked well
in advance to assure the practice’s revenue. But
the new funding and practice standards require
them to leave 30 percent of their appointments
open to accommodate walk-ins and other urgent
visits. Primary Care Physicians are now expected
to coordinate a team of caregivers that manages
the health of the practice’s patient population. But
again, structures and rewards are lagging behind
these new expectations. “Some of the quality
measures are out of the physicians’ hands,” says
Ziccardi. A physician may prescribe a mammogram
or a colonoscopy, but if the patient doesn’t follow
through and complete the testing, the physician’s
quality score is impacted negatively despite
recommending appropriate quality care.
Yet despite uncertainty, the systems and tools are
catching up with the practice of quality medicine
at McLaren Health Care. Ziccardi finds “the
grumblings are lessening” among physicians as
they find many of the changes actually ease their
burdens. “I think we’re perfectly timed within
the marketplace to start an ACO now,” concludes
Wentzloff. “The changes coming will drive
physicians to organizations like McLaren, and we
are well positioned to accommodate them.”

McLaren Physician Partners (MPP) Quality Program Successes
 	BCBSM1 July PGIP2 payment increased to
$2,708,791 from $1,734,433: an increase of 56%
◗ Attributed to increased registry utilization and
PCMH3 capabilities

	Final 2015 BCBSM PGIP Quality score ranking
among 46 Physician Organizations: MPP
improved to 19th from being ranked 28th
in 2014

 	BCBSM October Quality Metrics payment
increased to $770,000 from $380,400, an
increase of 102%
◗ Based 70% on performance and 30% on
improvement on final HEDIS4 metrics scoring
for 2015

 	Health Plus shared savings program Quality
payment increase to $526,001 from $269,000,
an increase of 96%
◗ Commercial and Medicare Advantage
quality metrics

	Total Payments received for HEDIS incentives,
PGIP, shared savings contracts October YTD 2016
is $7 million, a $2 million dollar increase over
October 2015

BCBSM: Blue
Cross Blue Shield
Michigan

1

PGIP: Physician
Group Incentive
Program

2

PCMH: Patient
Centered Medical
Home

3

 	BCN5 PRP6 payment increase to $617,585 from
$233,400: an increase of 164% including MMP7,
39% excluding MPP

HEDIS: Healthcare
Effectiveness Data and
Information Set

4
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BCN: Blue
Care Network

5

PRP: Performance
Recognition Program

6

MMP:
Mid-Michigan
Physicians

7

Michael Wagner, DO
Orthopedic Surgeon
McLaren Macomb
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Brad Ropp, MD
Chief Medical Officer
McLaren Medical Group
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Q
Does joining in a group practice make
physicians’ lives easier, or does it help
them practice better medicine?

A
Yes, on both counts.
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The McLaren Medical Group (MMG), our network
of employed physicians and community medical
centers, knows first-hand how joining together
offers them the tools and support needed to excel
at 21st Century health care.
MMG is growing fast, says Dr. Brad Ropp, chief
medical officer for the group. “We’re at around 450
members now, but could easily add another 100
to 150 physicians in the next year.” The burdens
of dealing with reimbursement, insurance and
regulatory issues have grown to the point where
even independent practices can no longer keep up
with the paperwork and costs. Now, with MACRA
(Medicare Access and CHIP Reauthorization
Act) changes upsetting the whole structure of
reimbursement, and more data on physician
quality rankings being made public, smaller
practices urgently need a helping hand.
“In the past, new regulation would come up,
and people just assumed it was a passing fad,”
Ropp observes. “But the way health care is going
now, with reimbursement caps, transparency,
and so on, more practitioners want to join a
larger system.”
For 2017, Ropp sees MMG refining its services
and structure to better accommodate its

growing membership’s needs. “We’ll focus
more on provider training and coaching —
that’s important for us.” Compensation
plans customized for MMG primary care and
cardiology providers are in the design stage, with
plans for further specialties in the works.
Growth also makes good physician engagement
with the group more crucial. “We’re building
more physician involvement into the governing
structure.” Sixteen new member committees
have been formed for specialty practices, with
more planned in specific governance areas, such
as strategic planning.
The end result has been a win/win for
all, with physicians gaining support and
advocacy through MMG, while quality indices
have improved. “MMG has shown a steady
improvement every quarter — we’re now in the
50th percentile nationally,” Ropp notes. “We’ll
continue to grow as more providers realize we’re
here to help them.”

“Since joining McLaren Medical Group, we’ve kept our autonomy, and we
still manage our practices. There’s a McLaren administrator, but day-today control stays here. I see this as the coming trend for medical practices.
Being part of a bigger group means that if we want to expand, we’ll have
the help of a bigger system. It is mutually beneficial.”
						— 
Dr. Vasken Artinian, McLaren Port Huron
Pulmonology, Critical Care, and Sleep Medicine
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Mia Michelena, DO
Chief of Staff Elect,
Internal Medicine
McLaren Greater Lansing
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Q
How does McLaren’s stroke network
stand out among other stroke programs
across the country?

A
It is the only program in the country where every
patient is seen by a stroke-trained interventional
neurologist within minutes, 24/7.
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Jane Poquette, MSN, RN
Trauma Program Manager
McLaren Northern Michigan
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Stroke is the third most common cause of death in the U.S.,
killing 140,000 annually. With no other medical trauma is time
so precious in effective treatment — every second of delay
in stroke care means the death of brain cells.
But this care must also be delivered with expertise
— a stroke treatment that in one instance can
limit damage may cause irreparable harm if
misapplied.

as neuro critical care hubs. Then, the logistics
and technology needed to make the TeleStroke
system effective had to be put in place, with
ironclad reliability assured.

“With stroke, time is of the essence,” says Dr.
Aniel Majjhoo, an interventional neurologist and
medical director of the McLaren Neuroscience
Program. But the expertise and resources
needed for on-the-spot stroke intervention are
scarce commodities. McLaren Health Care has
a large geographic footprint covering most
of Michigan, and includes smaller, outlying
community hospitals. How can the knowledge
and resources McLaren offers at its larger, urban
centers be shared immediately with our more
distant locations?

But the outcome has seen McLaren Health
Care doing what it does best — finding the
best treatments, and then turning them into a
system-wide standard. “This is clinical integration
throughout the system through telemedicine,”
Majjhoo said. If more intensive treatment of stroke
is required than can be delivered at the remote
locations, the Stroke Network helps stabilize the
patient for transport to one of McLaren’s critical
care centers.

With technology. McLaren has launched the
McLaren Stroke Network across nine of our
hospitals using telemedicine technology. An
interventional neurologist at a central McLaren
facility can “see” stroke patients at distant
locations through the innovative TeleStroke
system 24 hours a day. The specialist can assess
patient symptoms and vitals, review CT scan
images remotely, and offer guided care to medical
staff attending the patient. Expertise that was
once hours away is now offered on the spot.
The McLaren Stroke Network “gives everyone
across the system access to expedited care,”
says Majjhoo, noting that the process has been
developed and implemented in a coordinated
manner with input from stroke experts across
McLaren. First, best-practice procedures had to be
developed for stroke treatment system-wide, with
McLaren Flint and McLaren Macomb designated

The first full year for the McLaren Stroke Network
(which launched in mid-2015) has shown
impressive results. Over 200 TPA treatments
were administered, among the top 10 in the
country, according to Majjhoo. Surgical outcomes
for patients saw a 10 percent improvement in
outcomes. Further, by enabling better diagnosis
and treatment of patients at the distant sites,
the stroke network allows for less unnecessary
transport of patients, which is always stressful and
dangerous. “We might have 140 calls [on strokes]
a month, but only five or six require transport,”
says Majjhoo. “But if those patients weren’t
transported, they would die.”
The McLaren Stroke Network is proving a model
for a “network” approach with expansion into
further telemedicine formats in the works for 2017.
“Our hospitals gain access to a new, expedited
level of care they never had before,” Majjhoo says.
“McLaren embraced a systematic approach to this,
and it’s proving very effective.”
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Rob Lee, RT(R)
Surgical Radiographer
McLaren Greater Lansing
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Maria Cumba, MD
General Surgeon
McLaren Lapeer Region

Nick Nunnally, DO
General Surgeon
McLaren Lapeer Region
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Q
What is the biggest single thing we can
do to improve health care quality?

A
Achieve excellence in a lot
of little things.
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In health care, as in so many other areas of life, the
biggest, most powerful, most successful projects
are made up of many small parts. These parts may
seem minor, repetitive or inconsequential, but they
compound in astonishing ways.
The delivery of quality health care is an excellent
example of this rule. The brilliance of physicians,
the dedication of medical personnel … these are
absolute musts. But achieving consistent, everincreasing levels of quality care calls for another
discipline, one that demands a long-term,
sometimes frustrating accumulation of small
steps. It requires research, long study, careful
analysis of data, and achieving small victories.
McLaren Health Care invested heavily in these
steps toward excellence in 2016, and they are
paying off in higher standards of care, healthier
patients, and less waste.
As anyone watching a TV show set in a hospital
knows, acronyms are an integral part of modern
health care. But one newer acronym is shaking
up (and improving) outcomes at McLaren Health

Care — CUSP. Comprehensive Unit-based Safety
Programs break down health care procedures
into their basic elements, find best practices for
each, and then train personnel to implement
them as a total procedural structure. Through
these steps, CUSP builds safety and best practice
into each unit’s procedures.
In 2016, McLaren brought the CUSP approach to
another hospital acronym that’s more familiar —
ICU. McLaren Health Care’s intensive care units, as
the name implies, demand the highest standards
for care. But this critical phase in care also makes
every element involved all the more important
— and more dangerous if it’s not the best.
For instance, the use of mechanical ventilation is
commonly needed for ICU patients. Ventilation
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bobbie Gross, BSN
Director of Patient Care Service
McLaren Central Michigan
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sibin Zacharias, MD
Interventional Cardiologist
McLaren Oakland
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is a life-saving necessity — but brings
its own risks. “A lot of our ICU patients
end up on mechanical ventilation,”
notes Dr. Andrew Staricco, medical
director of critical care at McLaren
Macomb. Mechanical ventilation,
even when done well, brings
potential risks. First, introducing a
foreign object into someone’s airway
will never be comfortable. This in
itself can require sedation. Second,
ventilation raises the risk of infections
and other complications, particularly
pneumonia. “CUSP will help us reduce
complications,” says Staricco.
Staff at McLaren Macomb has
incorporated research done by Johns
Hopkins University and the Michigan
Health and Hospital Association to seek
better options. “This is evidence-based
medicine that makes ventilation safer
and more effective,” adds Staricco.
He says a first step is to more carefully
monitor the use of sedation. Lung
function improves faster “if people aren’t
too sleepy.” The next step is to reduce
the patient’s overall time on ventilation
with more active use of spontaneous
breathing trials. “We have a matrix that
we look for with the CUSP,” says Kevin
Arnold, director of patient care services

for McLaren Flint. “We look at getting
patients up and mobilizing them.”
It may seem “counter-intuitive to get
people up and out of bed when they’re
on life support,” Staricco observes. But
more activity for ICU patients reduces
the amount of rehab therapy needed
later, prevents muscle atrophy, and
reduces the number of days patients
need to stay hospitalized. This approach
extends to overall ICU patient activity —
keeping heads better elevated to avoid
lung secretions, and encouraging those
still bed-bound to try some stretching
and flexing of limbs. “We try to get them
up at bedside, even if it’s in just the
sitting position,” Arnold notes.
The key to making the CUSP approach
work for ICU ventilation improvement
has been “willingness to look at data
objectively and change practices as
needed. We’ve been educating the
clinicians on this.” Teams for clinicians,
nursing and support care work together
closely, collaborating to implement
changes and identify potential problems.
“A lot of this is communication,” Staricco
concludes. “It’s important to build
lines of understanding. This only works
as well as people are willing to push
the process.”
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more activity
for ICU patients
reduces the
amount of rehab
therapy needed
later, prevents
muscle atrophy,
and reduces the
number of days
patients need to
sTay hospitalized.

Clarence Sevillian
Chief Executive Officer
McLaren Bay Region
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Q
What is the best way blood transfusions
can save lives?

A
By using fewer of them.
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It has now been 50 years since the first successful
human heart transplant was performed, and over the
past half century, organ transplants have become a
widespread lifesaving surgical procedure.
But did you realize that “organ transplants” have
actually been performed for centuries, and happen
hundreds of times daily in most hospitals?
We are referring to blood transfusions. While
transfusions are so common in trauma and surgical
procedures that we barely give them a thought, in a
sense they are “transplants” — introduction of bodily
tissue from a donor source. And this also means that
some of the same dangers of rejection, organ damage
and infection, though far fewer, are still present.
Blood transfusions raise other problems in the
hospital setting. Supply of the proper blood and
blood products will always be mismatched to
demand, and blood has a very limited shelf life. Blood
programs are also very expensive and time- and
resource-intensive, especially given the volumes of
blood used in most hospitals.
Emerging best practice is for health care providers
to seek ways to make smarter, more efficient use of
blood applications. McLaren Health Care launched
a blood management program in 2014, with the
support of Mediware, a noted blood management
consulting firm. The result has been “dramatic
successes we’re proud of,” says Dr. Dennis Spender,
chief medical officer of McLaren Medical Laboratory.
Spender notes that the system-wide program
initiated with Mediware’s support is not focused
on using less blood in procedures, but in using it
more wisely. “While the amount of transfusions has
decreased over the past two years, we’ve also seen
marked improvements in the quality of patient care.”
Standards on when to transfuse, how frequently, and
with how much blood product guide staff on the
optimal point to use transfusions for best effect.

A top-down order to just use less blood might
have failed, but McLaren took a smarter approach.
“We developed a system-wide effort through each
subsidiary based on a triad of support personnel
— a project manager, a physician champion and an
executive sponsor.” This nucleus in turn works with
transfusion committee groups at each facility to put
specific policies in place and monitor results.
“We look at each individual and assess their need
for blood products,” says Stacie Smith, transfusion
safety officer at McLaren Greater Lansing. This means
assuring that each patient receives blood products as
needed, but refraining if it is clinically not indicated.
Smith reports that the internal medicine staff and
hospitalists were carefully trained on the new
procedures for blood usage.
For example, the simple step of ordering one unit of
blood at a time rather than multiples cuts waste and
lessens unneeded transfusions. At McLaren Lansing,
“we set a goal of 50 percent single-unit ordering [for
procedures], and we have exceeded that, reaching 77
percent.” Slowing the rate and volume of transfusions
also allows staff to better watch for and prevent
adverse patient reactions.
“The results in Lansing have been remarkable,” says
Smith. She predicts that the hospital’s total mortality
rate will fall by one percent just through this step alone.
The blood management program is showing benefits
throughout McLaren Health Care. Nursing care time
and labor is less, patients see a shorter length of stay,
and Spender estimates the dollar savings throughout
the system at $2.8 million. Perhaps best of all, notes
Spender, the program “is a model for collaboration
system-wide, with all subsidiaries engaged.”
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Vanny LY, Rn, BSN
Float Nurse
McLaren Greater Lansing
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Q
How can we improve performance throughout
a large, diverse health care system?

A
By making sure all our information systems
speak the same language.
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Lisa Zajac, RN, MSN, ANP-BC, OCN

Quality, Education & Informatics Specialist
Karmanos Cancer Institute
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McLaren Health Care cannot advance “systemness”
without a “system.” For the past several years, we’ve
worked hard to craft our systems to meet that need.
administrative system capabilities. We call this
initiative “One McLaren,” our electronic effort to
provide true “systemness.”

Effective health care requires many things —
mostly people with the knowledge, tools and
commitment to perform the many minor and
major miracles of healing.

Our first step on this journey is implementing
electronic medical record and care management
systems from Cerner Corporation. Building
Cerner’s impressive patient management software
into our networks, rolling it out as the standard
for all McLaren facilities throughout the state, and
assuring that everyone in our system is trained to
use it well is a major challenge. A major milestone
of 2016 was the completion of “Future State
Validation,” Cerner’s initial run-through with our
20 department leaders. Going into 2017, we plan
to launch our testing and training protocols.

But it also demands facilities, medications,
supplies, good procedures, scheduling, billing,
administration … and all of these don’t just
spontaneously fall together. McLaren Health
Care, with over a dozen major hospitals,
hundreds of ambulatory locations and 22,000
employees, requires a robust IT platform to keep
everything running smoothly, to sharpen our
quality edge, and discover new efficiencies.
Data has been a crucial raw material of modern
health care for a long time, but with McLaren’s
growth strategy, this has proven both a plus
and minus. Hospitals, clinics, labs and physician
practices have long needed data management
capabilities, and many developed their own
structures. Some of these IT systems were good,
some less so, and some were customized to
specific needs. As McLaren Health Care has
acquired hospitals and practices over the years,
it has also acquired their “legacy” IT systems.
And that is where the problem arises. “We’ve
been taking different practices from the
subsidiaries and trying to move to standard
workflows,” says Ron Strachan, McLaren Health
Care chief information officer. Each individual
system had different systems that couldn’t talk to
each other, and generally hobbled any attempt
at overall McLaren data integration. McLaren’s
“Paragon” electronic health record system proved
limited in dealing with a diverse and widespread
system such as ours.
Thus the decision in 2015 for a system-wide
“clean sheet of paper” approach to remaking our
electronic health records, human resources and

If this sounds like a great deal of effort, it is.
However, the payoff will be worth it. Cerner
software is a proven health care industry
leader, already connecting over 18,000 facilities
worldwide, and offering the depth to integrate
McLaren needs from electronic medical records,
to medications and pharmacy, to laboratory
services, to admissions and discharges. With
everyone throughout the McLaren system
“reading off the same playbook” — and having
immediate, constantly updated access — quality
improves, while waste and costs go down.
But this is only phase one of our system-wide
One McLaren project. The next step is just
as crucial to improving quality and cutting
waste. Applications from PeopleSoft, an
Oracle company, will allow us to gather all
the administrative functions that a complex
enterprise like McLaren Health Care demands
under a common platform. Human relations,
payroll, financial management, supply chain …
all of these will gain new efficiencies through
the PeopleSoft programs, and see improved
workflow and systemness.
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For example, when a department at McLaren
needs to make a purchase, PeopleSoft will allow
it to immediately order from a pre-approved
vendor list, offering the best pricing and quality.
Last February saw the PeopleSoft project kickoff,
beginning with a focus on finance and supply
chain systems.

By making those who deliver care an integral
part of the Cerner implementation project.
Leaders from all of our major departments have
been hands-on with Cerner developments since
last year. “I’ve been involved so physicians have a
voice,” says Dr. Ron Shaheen, a McLaren Medical
Group family practitioner and physician lead for
the project. Among McLaren’s physicians, “there’s
excitement about it. We want to get the word out
on how Cerner is going to standardize systems to
benefit both McLaren and our patients.”

Many people may not associate health care with
data, networks and IT, but in McLaren’s view of
the health care world, they’ve become as crucial
as antibiotics in delivering quality care.

One McLaren as a Health Care Tool
The One McLaren/Cerner data platform is
intended to save lives, improve quality and
help improve care throughout McLaren.
But we’ve all heard of (and maybe even
experienced) tech marvels that didn’t live up
to their promises. How is McLaren working to
assure that our Cerner project not only manages
the data well, but meets the quality demands of
our medical staff?

Late 2016 saw “road shows” begin at the various
McLaren facilities to acquaint physicians with
the Cerner platform, take questions, and build
a two-way communication structure. For 2017,
shaping a network of One McLaren physician
“champions” throughout our facilities is in the
works, as is a technical newsletter for staff and
online information resources. “We face a logistic
challenge with a system spread all over the state,
so we can’t limit ourselves to any single form of
communication,” notes Shaheen.
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Indeed, this two-way communication approach to
implementation brings its own benefits, says Lisa
Zajac, nurse practitioner with Karmanos Cancer
Institute and nursing lead for the One McLaren
transition. “I started meeting with nursing staff
across McLaren and learned that all our hospitals
were more similar than we thought. Everyone
was a bit worried about how nursing would be
standardized, and, as we developed protocols, we
found that we were already much the same.”
But “much the same” is still not good enough.
Zajac and the rest of the One McLaren team
have been busy designing standardized
protocols and best practices using national
guidelines, Joint Commission standards, and
evidence-based practices.
Helping motivate the process are the ways nursing
staff are discovering that Cerner technology can
make their jobs easier and more effective. “There
are things that Cerner does that Paragon can’t,”
notes Zajac. As one example, protocols require
nursing staff to reassess a patient’s pain level 60
minutes after giving pain medication. “To do this
pain assessment, we won’t have to click through
multiple screens every time. With Cerner, the
assessment will be linked to a task that will open

the reassessment form.” The application will
also allow care staff to instantly view charts and
graphs showing patient levels, such as for insulin
and glucose. These are continuously updated as a
background function. Such summaries “show an
instant snapshot for the patient,” and enable far
more responsive monitoring of care.
And if something should go wrong with this new
technology? The Cerner program even provides
a robust “downtime” function in case the system
goes down, allowing review of the last records
compiled while repairs are underway.
The end result of the One McLaren initiative
will be capabilities that transform data usage
throughout McLaren Health Care. Rather than
a diverse mix of incompatible platforms that
add time, expense and uncertainty to health
care, McLaren will gain a transparent, accessible
system-wide platform. Data will not only be
easily captured and compiled, it can be readily
analyzed to reveal care improvements, cost
savings, and new efficiencies. “When I started
as a nurse, back in 1997, we didn’t have a lot of
data on computers,” recalls Zajac. Now, “we can
use them to assure that care standards are being
met, and to enhance health care decisions.”

Patient Summary and Medical
Reconciliation pages.
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Emily Wiechmann, RN, BSN
Quality/Education Coordinator
McLaren Homecare Group
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Chandan Gupte
Vice President of Clinical
Excellence and Research
McLaren Health Care
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Q
How can a health care system make itself a magnet
for talent and industry attention?

A
By focusing on what we don’t already
know about health care.
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Health care systems nurture a positive reputation
in many ways. The ratings of care quality are one
important factor. Physicians value aligning with
hospitals that offer a growth-oriented, positive
environment for care. These are among the
factors that help McLaren Health Care attract top
medical professionals.
Another factor that appeals to practitioners, both
in the U.S. and internationally, is a health system’s
reputation for research. If a system is known for
supporting and attracting innovative research work,
the benefits are impressive and self-reinforcing.
Top doctors want to work there, and current staff
have greater reason to stay. Not only will they gain
better opportunities to conduct research, but they
know that new treatments and procedures will be
there first. Pharma and medical device companies
also seek the system out for conducting research
trials. They can be assured this system handles
demanding research protocols effectively. And
these trends build on themselves — a reputation for
drawing top research physicians attracts even more
of these health care leaders, and drug and device
makers feel the same magnetic effect.
McLaren Health Care launched a system-wide
plan to centralize and expand its research
capabilities several years ago, and 2016 saw the
needed structures and systems taking shape.
A world-class medical research program must
implement a complex, tightly audited network
of patient protections and best practices. A
milestone in this process came this year with
the work of our Research Advisory Board (RAB).
The RAB is an independent body that reports
directly to McLaren Chief Medical Officer Dr. Mike
McKenna. It “provides strategic guidelines for an
integrated research program,” says Dr. Hesham
Gayar, chair of the RAB. While McLaren has had a
goal of gathering all its research efforts under one
roof since 2014, the board is only now realizing
this dream by “creating a process and structure to
centralize and standardize the research process.”
The past year has also seen progress in the
other structures needed for McLaren’s research
programs to build a national reputation. A
Protocol Review Committee is now monitoring

research protocols throughout the system, and
an Institutional Review Board assures that rigid
patient protections are in place.
As with other integration of best practices
at McLaren Health Care, an initial step was
modeling a central research structure for one
program, and then using that as a prototype
for other areas. “Our first goal was to build
cardiovascular research as the prototype, and
we have achieved it,” says Gayar.
This included such technical milestones as
establishing research software infrastructure, and
designating a system-wide “principal investigator”
process. The latter empowers one researcher with
system-wide authority for a research project. It
further gives “our providers more opportunities to
participate in research, and allows industry better
access to our researchers.”
Success with the cardiovascular research
structure has encouraged the next step, using
it as a template for expansion into neuroscience
research. Dr. Aniel Majjhoo, a McLaren
interventional neurologist, is leading this effort.
An organizational meeting for neuroscience staff
was held in December 2016.
As a result of these efforts, “in the past year we’ve
been able to grow our research programs in terms
of number of studies, enrollments, and greater
involvement by [McLaren] subsidiaries,” says
Chandan Gupte, who heads the research program.
Already, she notes, McLaren research overall “is in
the top five in the nation for accruals,” that is, the
number of research participants.
McLaren Health Care’s system-wide approach
to research is also delivering on the promise
of building greater attention and respect from
physicians and the medical industry. “We’re being
approached by more pharma companies on
research, and we have opened the door for any of
our physicians to be a principal investigator,” Gayar
observes. “We have great potential. Physicians
who have interest and skill want to be part of
the process, and we are becoming a physician
recruiting magnet.”
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Glenda Cross, RN, MSN, MBA
Director of Patient Care Services
McLaren Greater Lansing
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Q
How is a health system like a university?

A
Both are places where learning
never ends.
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Abhinav Deol, MD

Associate Professor of Oncology
Wayne State University
Bone Marrow Transplant and
Hematology Oncology
Karmanos Cancer Institute
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Hospitals are valuable healing institutions in our
communities, but they also serve another vital role
— as learning institutions.
Medical education and residency programs are
integral to physician training and have long been
central to the mission of McLaren Health Care. But
in the McLaren system, education is “not just for
residents, but for all associates and employees,” says
Dr. Robert Flora, named as McLaren Health Care’s
first Chief Academic Officer (CAO) in late 2016.
Indeed, education in the broadest sense holds
an important part in achieving system-wide
excellence. “Here, everybody teaches and
everybody learns,” Flora notes. Continuing
medical education, human resources training and
orientation, shaping and sharing best practices
… all are important.
However, up until now, this wide curriculum of
education needs has been dispersed throughout
the McLaren Health Care system. As new
subsidiaries joined the McLaren family, their
residency and other training programs have
generally continued to run independently. This
lack of “systemness” means gaps, inefficiencies
and lost opportunities. A new “CAO” is the first
step in a plan to coordinate all these efforts.
“This is in line with what McLaren is trying to do
overall,” says Flora. “To centralize and standardize
our education.”
For example, McLaren Health Care currently
has over 450 residents spread over five of its
campuses, but with little synchronization among
the programs. “There is a lot of expertise at each
campus, and it’s important to share that.” A
systematic approach to residency plans will give
residents broader exposure at a variety of facilities,
and also improve the facilities’ staffing depth.
While an integrated, upgraded approach to
education and training at McLaren improves
care, Flora notes that it’s also a necessity for

Dr. Robert Flora, Chief Academic Officer,
McLaren Health Care
changing demands of health care. “In 2013,
new standards for resident training came
out as part of making health care more of an
intraprofessional work environment.” The old
approach to training doctors viewed them as
captains of a ship, commanding all around
them. Now, “physicians learn to be more the
leader of a team,” training to work alongside
nursing, pharmacists, and others involved in the
delivery of care.
New rules on learning standards for medical
residents are also shaking up education at
McLaren. The Accreditation Council for Graduate
Medical Education (ACGME) is adopting a
single graduate medical education system that
includes osteopathic residents. This will require
new training and certification standards for the
McLaren system, where “about 65 percent of our
residents are osteopathic,” says Flora.
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christine Sansom, Rn, MSN
Chief Nursing Officer
McLaren Port Huron
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Addie Dennis

Oncology Care Associate,
Hematology/Bone Marrow Transplant
Karmanos Cancer Institute
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“Here, everybody
teaches and
everybody learns,”
Flora notes.
Continuing medical
education, human
resources training
and orientation,
shaping and sharing
best practices … all
are important.

ACGME is also toughening certification
standards for residency programs, which
means hospitals face a new, intense
regimen of clinical learning environment
review (CLER) on-site inspections. The
CLER visits are being phased in by ACGME
and focus on patient safety; health care
quality; care transitions; supervision;
clinical experience and education;
fatigue management and mitigation; and
professionalism. “We’ll face a CLER review
every 18 to 24 months and need to make
sure all campuses are up to standards,”
says Flora. As with other McLaren Health
Care quality measures, one subsidiary
is developing a best-practice model for
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CLER residency requirements (in this
case, McLaren Flint), which will later be
rolled out to other locations.
While Flora has faced a busy start to
his chief academic officer role, he finds
McLaren Health Care is “already pretty
far ahead of the curve” on education. As
noted, an ongoing priority will be the
“system” integration of training — “we
need to become more organized and
centralized.” But another is to make
resident training part of an overall
physician retention program. “When we
train doctors, we want them to stay at
McLaren.”
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McLaren Health Plan

by the Numbers

Hospice Days .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  82,882

Discharges  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 101,136

Licensed Beds .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  3,100

Observations .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  27,024

Days of Inpatient Care .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  538,998

ER Visits .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .424,678

Community Benefit .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  $260,650,487

Surgeries  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  99,736

Employees .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .

Births  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 6,194

Contracted Providers .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 43,993

Ambulatory Visits  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 3,600,041

Annual Payroll .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . $1,315,869*

Home Care Visits  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 193,302

Net Revenue .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  $3,703,836*

22,500

*in thousands
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Caron Esterdahl, RN
Hospital Liaison
McLaren Hospice

Governance
McLaren Health Care
Board of Directors
Daniel Boge, Chairman
E. James Barrett
David Buzzelli
H. James Fitzgerald
James George
Tony Hain
Philip Incarnati
Kathryn Lawter
Dominic Monastiere
W. James Prowse III
T. Michael Robinet
David Thompson
Karmanos Cancer Hospital
Board of Directors
Thomas Goss, Chairman
Jim Bennethum
Karen Cullen
Myron Frasier
Scott Hunter, DMin
Tom Kalas
Timothy Monahan
W. James Prowse III
Daniel Ret
Anthony Rusciano
EX-OFFICIO

Gerold Bepler, MD, PhD
Richard Gabrys
Philip Incarnati
Jack Sobel, MD
Antoinette Wozniak, MD
George Yoo, MD
Karmanos Cancer Institute
Board of Directors
Richard Gabrys, Chairman
Randolph Agley
Charles Becker
Gerold Bepler, MD, PhD
Armando Cavazos
Daniel Cornwell
KC Crain
Ethan Davidson
David Drews
David Duprey
Kenneth Eisenberg
Jeffrey Farber
Jay Farner
Michael Ferrantino, Jr
Bruce Gershenson
John Giampetroni
Thomas Goss
Adnan Hammad, MD
Patricia Hartmann
Ellen Hill Zeringue
David Jacob
Peter Karmanos, Jr
C. Michael Kojaian
Edward Levy, Jr
Donald Manvel
Mary Matuja
Timothy Monahan
Amy Morgan
Paul Nine
Debra Partrich
W. James Prowse, III
Paul Purtan
Eunice Ring
Nazli Sater
Alan Schwartz
Nedda Shayota
Maureen Stapleton
Robert Stone

Jane Thomas, PhD
Vainutis Vaitkevicius, MD
Nancy Yaw
George Yoo, MD
EX-OFFICIO

Gerold Bepler, MD, PhD
Philip Incarnati
Gary Pollard
Jack Sobel, MD
M. Roy Wilson, MD
McLaren Bay Region
Board of Directors
Gary Bosco, Chairman
William Bowen
Terrence Cherwin, DO
Eileen Curtis
Kathy Czerwinski
Rajesh Dandamudi, MD
Mitzi Dimitroff
Michael Gruber, MD
Mark Jaffe
Debra Lutz
David Mikolajczak
Dominic Monastiere
Mark O’Halla
Amy Rodriguez
Douglas Saylor, MD
Clarence Sevillian
Robert Winters
McLaren Bay Medical
Foundation Board of
Directors
Edward Keating, Chairman
Ashley Anderson
Liana Bachand
Paul Begick
Sally Bowen
Sue Cook
Eileen Curtis
Sarah Dandamudi
Robert Dimitroff
Timothy Dust
Barbara Engelhardt-Carter
Daniel Engelhardt
Nancy Greve
JoAnna Keenan
Stephen Kent
Richard Lyons
Kurt Miller
Pamela Monastiere
Guy T. Moulthrop
Lee Newton, DO
Kenneth Parsons, MD
Cynthia Phares
David Quimby
Gregory Rosecrans, DDS
Fada Salameh
Richard Spence
Richard Steele
Michael Stodolak
Barbara Sundstrom
Mary Beth Taglauer
McLaren Bay Special Care
Board of Directors
Andreas Teich, Chairman
Ashley Anderson
Lori Appold
Cheryl Burzynski
Scott Carmona
Matt Jeffrey
Aaron Madziar
Kim Prime

McLaren Central Michigan
Board of Directors
Kenneth Bovee, Chairman
Daniel Boge
Frank Cloutier
David Keilitz
Kent Kirby, MD
Maxine Klumpp-Kent
William Lawrence
Janet Maar-Strickler
Steven Martineau
Pamela Myler
Mark O’Halla
Douglas Ouellette
Steve Pung
Nancy Ridley
Michael Swirtz, MD
Ashok Vashishta, MD
McLaren Flint
Board of Trustees
Jim Cummins, Chairman
Gary Hurand
Philip Incarnati
Urundi Knox
Donald Kooy
David Mazurkiewicz
Lawrence Moon
Elizabeth Murphy
Patricia Perrine
Ghassan Saab
Sherri Stephens
Beverly Walker-Griffea, PhD
TRUSTEES EMERITUS

Edward Abbott
Sandra Applegate
Jagdish Bhagat, MD
William Churchill, Sr
Lynn Evans
Harriet Kenworthy
Olivia Proctor Maynard
Edward Neithercut
William H. Piper
McLaren Flint Foundation
Board of Trustees
Tom Donaldson, Chairman
Steve Cook
Hesham Gayar, MD
Donald Kooy
Fred Korte
Raymond Rudoni, MD
Lakshmi Tummala
Marie Wadecki
TRUSTEES EMERITUS

Daniel Anbe, MD
Sandra Applegate
William Churchill, Sr
Frederick VanDuyne, MD
McLaren Greater Lansing
Board of Trustees
James Barrett, Chairman
Paula Cunningham
Salvatore Durso
Theresa Hubbell
Tim Johnson
Patricia Lowrie
Thomas Mee
J. Wesley Mesko, MD
Mia Michelena, DO
Mark O’Halla
Ralph Shaheen
Charles Steinberg
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Scott Stewart
Barbara Tatroe
Linda Vail
McLaren Greater Lansing
Foundation Board of Trustees
Scott Stewart, Chairman
Lisa Allen-Kost
E. James Barrett
Jim Beck
Sam Clark
Thomas Conroy
Shelley Davis-Mielock
Sara Dolan
Brenda Geoghegan
Lynn Henley
Stephen Hicks
William Jaconette
Sarah Jennings
Calvin Jones
Darrell Lindman
Nancy Meddaugh
Thomas Mee
Michael Nordman
John O’Toole
Charles Owens
Charles Taunt, DO
Christine Tenaglia, DDS
Richard Wendorf, PhD
Keith Williams
Angela Witwer
Lyn Zynda
TRUSTEES EMERITUS

Becky Beauchine-Kulka
Seong Chi, MD
Nancy Elwood
Gordon Guyer, PhD
Thomas Hoffmeyer
Charles Lasky
Dennis Louney
Jeffrey Williams
McLaren Health Advantage
Board of Directors
Kevin Tompkins, Chairman
Kathy Kendall
Gregory Lane
McLaren Health Plan, Inc.
Board of Directors
Kevin Tompkins, Chairman
Lakisha Atkins
Patrick Hayes
Kathy Kendall
David Mazurkiewicz
McLaren Health Plan
Community Board of
Directors
Kevin Tompkins, Chairman
Patrick Hayes
Kathy Kendall
Donald Kooy
Dennis LaForest
David Mazurkiewicz
McLaren Homecare Group
Board of Directors
Joseph Sasiela, Chairman
Thomas Brisse
Barton Buxton
David Dixner
Tom Donaldson
Bob Norcross

Clarence Sevillian
Carl Simcox
Frank Wronski
McLaren Lapeer Region
Board of Trustees
Kathryn Lawter, Chairperson
Brad Blaker, DO
Rick Burrough
Barton Buxton
Curt Carter
Moses Jones, MD
Joan Maten, FNP-BC
Karen Mersino
Mark O’Halla
T. Michael Robinet
The Honorable Justus Scott
Kenneth Tarr, DO
Todd Wyett
McLaren Lapeer Region
Foundation Board
Tim Turkelson, Chairman
Elfatih Abter, MD
Rick Burrough
Barton Buxton
Mary Beth Callahan
Rod Mersino
Susan Perry-Nolte
Marguerite Pope
Bob Riehl
Diane Scott
Steve Starking
Kenneth Tarr, DO
Cindy Tomaschko
McLaren Macomb
Board of Trustees
James George, Chairman
Thomas Brisse
Robert Cannon
Carolyn Dorian
John Paul Hunt
James Larkin, DO
Matthew Moroun
Mark O’Halla

Dean Petitpren
Albert Przybylski, DO
The Honorable Henry Saad
Stephen Saph
Andrew Staricco, MD
The Honorable George Steeh
McLaren Macomb
Foundation
Board of Trustees
Randy Pagel, Chairman
Linda Adams
Mandip Atwal, DO
Thomas Brisse
Harold Burns
Rita Cavataio
Tiffane Colombo
Frank Henke
Timothy Logan, DO
Frank Maniaci
Robbyn Martin
James McQuiston, DO
John Nori
Carl Pesta, DO
Grace Shore
McLaren Medical Group
Board of Trustees
Philip Incarnati, Chairman
William Hardimon
Donald Kooy
David Mazurkiewicz
Michael McKenna, MD
Mark O’Halla
Clarence Sevillian
McLaren Northern Michigan
Board of Trustees
Dave Frescoln, Chairman
Eric Basmaji
H. Gunner Deery, MD
Kathy Erber
Bob Foster
Robert Holben
Philip Incarnati
Jill O’Neill

Bud Shear
Jim Shirilla, MD
Ann Stallkamp
Bob Walker
David Zechman
McLaren Northern Michigan
Foundation Board of Trustees
Elise Hayes, Chairperson
Patricia Anton
Sally Cannon, PhD
David Corteville, MD
Murray Cotter, MD, PhD
Stephen Eibling
Matthew Frentz, CPA
Arthur Hailand
Marilyn Kapp-Moran
Patrick Leavy
Deborah Nachtrab
Julia Norcross
Robert Schirmer
James Schroeder, PhD
Miriam Schulingkamp
Darcie Sharapova, MD
Tracy Souder
Pamela Wyett
David Zechman
McLaren Oakland
Board of Trustees
The Honorable Leo Bowman,
Chairman
John Bueno
Chad Grant
Tony Hain
Wendy Hemingway
Rev Derrick McDonald
Mark O’Halla
Allen Price, DO
James Stepanski, DO
McLaren Oakland
Foundation
Board of Trustees
Laura Clark-Brown, Chairperson
Jackie Buchanan

Robert Ferguson, MD
Tressa Gardner, DO
Charles Hall
Elfriede Jakson
Diana Jones
Michael Lawrence
James Martin
Tim Mash
Forrest Milzow
William Price
Jacqueline Thomas
McLaren Port Huron
Board of Trustees
Mona Armstrong, Chairperson
Vasken Artinian, MD
Glenn Betrus, MD
John Brooks, MD
F. William Coop, MD
Philip Incarnati
David Keyes
James Larsen
Richard Leveille
Jennifer Montgomery
Bassam Nasr, MD
John Ogden
Janice Rose
David Thompson
Karl Tomion
Suresh Tumma, MD
David Whipple
McLaren Port Huron
Foundation Board of
Directors
James Larsen, Chairman
Riley Alley
Greg Busdicker
Brandi DeBell
Lucie Deline
Brian Duda
Ross Green
Sarah Grewe
Kevin Miller
Jennifer Montgomery
Cynthia Nunn
Jeffrey Wine
McLaren Port Huron
Marwood Nursing & Rehab
Board of Directors
Michael Turnbull, Chairman
Bethany Belanger
Edmond Fitzgerald, MD
John Jarad, MD
Geoffrey Kusch, MD
The Honorable John Monaghan
Jennifer Montgomery
Franklin Mortimer
Rev. Thomas Seppo
Janet Turner Lomasney, OD

ellen DillarD, RN
Staff Nurse
Bone Marrow Transplant Clinic
Karmanos Cancer Institute

McLaren Physician Partners
Board of Trustees
Tressa Gardner, DO, Chairperson
Steven Calkin, DO
William Hardimon
Kathy Kendall
Michael Kia, DO
David Mazurkiewicz
Patrick McClellan, DO
Michael McKenna, MD
Brad Ropp, MD
Gary Wentzloff
Mary Werkman, DO
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Administration
McLaren Health Care
Philip Incarnati, President and
Chief Executive Officer
Michael McKenna, MD,
Executive Vice President and Chief
Medical Officer
Mark O’Halla, Executive
Vice President and Chief
Operating Officer
Gregory Lane, Senior
Vice President and Chief
Administrative Officer
David Mazurkiewicz,
Senior Vice President and Chief
Financial Officer
Ronald Strachan, Chief
Information Officer
Michael Lacusta, Vice President
of Business Development
William Peterson, Vice President
of Human Resources
Kevin Tompkins, Vice President
of Marketing
Karmanos Cancer Hospital
Justin Klamerus, MD,
Interim President
Kathleen Carolin, RN, Chief
Nursing Officer and Vice President
of Patient Services
Philip Philip, MD, Vice President
of Medical Affairs
George Yoo, MD, Chief Medical
Officer/Clinical Affairs
Karmanos Cancer Institute
Gerold Bepler, MD, PhD,
President and Chief
Executive Officer
Kathleen Carolin, RN,
Chief Nursing Officer and Vice
President of Patient Services
Connie Claybaker, Associate
Center Director of Research
Administration
Lynn Fisher, Interim Director
of Development
Justin Klamerus, MD, Chief
Quality Officer and Executive Vice
President of Community Based
Cancer Programs
Scott McCarter, Chief
Information Officer
Linda Remington, Director of
Marketing and Communications
Amy Ryder, Director of
Human Resources
Ann Schwartz, PhD, Deputy
Director and Executive Vice
President of Research and
Academic Affairs
George Yoo, MD, Chief Medical
Officer/Clinical Affairs
McLaren Bay Region
Clarence Sevillian, President and
Chief Executive Officer

Carolyn Potter, Vice President
of Human Resources
Magen Samyn, Vice President of
Marketing and Public Relations
Damon Sorensen, Vice President
and Chief Financial Officer
Ellen Talbott, Vice President
of Patient Care Services
Jason White, MD, Chief
Medical Officer
McLaren Bay Special Care
Cheryl Burzynski, President
McLaren Central Michigan
William Lawrence, President and
Chief Executive Officer
Sue Lathrom, Vice President
of Patient Care Services
Carolyn Potter, Vice President
of Human Resources
Tara Soules, Chief Financial Officer
Mike Terwilliger, Vice President
of Facilities & Support Services
Ashok Vashishta, MD, Chief
Medical Officer
Jennifer White, Vice President
of Marketing
McLaren Flint
Donald Kooy, President and
Chief Executive Officer
Roxanne Caine, Vice President
of McLaren Flint Foundation
Cheryl Ellegood, Vice President
of Business Development and
Clinical Services
Rachelle Hulett, Vice President
of Human Resources
Fred Korte, Vice President of
Finance and Chief Financial Officer
Laurie Prochazka,
Vice President of Marketing
and Communications
Brent Wheeler, Vice President of
Ancillary and Support Services
James Williams, Vice President
of Nursing Services
McLaren Greater Lansing
Thomas Mee, President and
Chief Executive Officer
Brian Brown, Vice President
of Marketing
Amy Dorr, Vice President
of Human Resources
Camille Jensen, RN,
Chief Nursing Officer
Linda Peterson, MD,
Chief Medical Officer
Dale Thompson, Jr.
Chief Financial Officer
McLaren Health Plan
Kathy Kendall, President and
Chief Executive Officer

Beth Caughlin, Vice President
of Health Services
Nancy Jenkins, Vice President
of Sales and Marketing
Kathleen Kudray, DO,
Chief Medical Officer
Teri Mikan, Vice President
and General Counsel
Carol Solomon, Vice President,
Chief Financial Officer and Chief
Operating Officer
McLaren Homecare Group
Barton Buxton, President and
Chief Executive Officer
Nancy Martin, President of
Homecare and Hospice
Don Henderson, Vice President
of Corporate Lab Services
Danielle Hilborn, Vice President
of Pharmacy Services
Mark McPherson, Vice President
and Chief Financial Officer
Susan Perry-Nolte, Vice President
of Marketing and Public Relations
McLaren Lapeer Region
Barton Buxton, President and
Chief Executive Officer
Mary Beth Callahan,
Chief Financial Officer
Janet Nixon, Chief Nursing Officer
Susan Perry-Nolte, Vice President
of Marketing and Public Relations
Gary Salem, DO, Chief
Medical Officer
McLaren Macomb
Thomas Brisse, President and
Chief Executive Officer
Brian Balutanski, Vice President of
Finance and Chief Financial Officer
Chris Candela, Chief Operating
Officer
Dennis Cunningham, MD,
Chief Medical Officer
Laura Gibbard, Vice President
of Human Resources
June Gower, RN, PhD,
Chief Nursing Officer
Sharyl Smith, Vice President
of Marketing
Andrew Staricco, MD, Interim
Chief Medical Officer
McLaren Medical Group
William Hardimon, President
and Chief Executive Officer
Robert Guha, Vice President
and Chief Financial Officer
Carla Henry, Vice President
of Human Resources
Brad Ropp, MD, Chief
Medical Officer
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Rochelle Schiller, Vice President
of Operations
Linda Stenz, Vice President
of Operations
McLaren Northern Michigan
David Zechman, President
and Chief Executive Officer
David Bellamy, Chief
Financial Officer
Laura Daniel, RN, Chief Executive
Officer of Vital Care
Gene Kaminski, Vice President
of Human Resources
Kirk Lufkin, MD, Chief
Medical Officer
Susan Reed, Vice President
of Marketing
Shari Schult, RN, Vice President
of Operations
Moon Seagren, Chief
Development Officer
Jennifer Woods, RN, Chief
Nursing Officer
McLaren Oakland
Chad Grant, President and
Chief Executive Officer
Calandra Anderson, RN,
Vice President of Patient Care
Services and Chief Nursing Officer
Steven Calkin, DO, Chief
Medical Officer
Matthew LeGault, Chief
Financial Officer
Nicholle Mehr, Vice President
of Operations
McLaren Physician Partners
Gary Wentzloff, President and
Chief Executive Officer
Lawrence Cowsill, DO, Senior
Medical Director
Leah Searcy, Vice President
of Operations
McLaren Port Huron
Jennifer Montgomery,
President and Chief
Executive Officer
John Liston, Chief
Operating Officer
Christine Sansom, Chief
Nursing Officer
Doris Seidl, Vice President
of Human Resources
Bridget Sholtis, Chief
Financial Officer
Michael Tawney, DO, Chief
Medical Officer
McLaren Port Huron Marwood
Nursing & Rehab
Brian Oberly, Administrator

Medical Executives
Karmanos Cancer Center
President
Antoinette Wozniak, MD
President-Elect
Lawrence Flaherty, MD
Secretary-Treasurer
Abhinav Deol, MD
Officers at Large
Jordan Maier, MD
Shelly Seward, MD
DEPARTMENT SERVICE CHIEFS

Anesthesia
Romeo Kaddoum, MD
Cancer Rehabilitation
Lawrence Horn, MD
Cardiology
Luis Afonso, MD
Dermatology
Darius Mehregan, MD
Diagnostic Radiology
Natasha Robinette, MD
Hematology Bone Marrow
Transplant
Joseph Uberti, MD
Infectious Diseases
Pranatharthi Chandrasekar, MD
Medical Oncology
Ulka Vaishampayan, MD
Medicine
Basim Dubaybo, MD
Neurology
Geoffrey Barger, MD
Neurosurgery
Sandeep Mittal, MD
Obstetrics-Gynecology
Chaur-Dong Hsu, MD
Ophthalmology
Mark Juzych, MD
Orthopedics
Rahul Vaidya, MD
Otolaryngology
Ho-Sheng Lin, MD
Pathology
Wael Sakr, MD
Psychiatry
Richard Balon, MD
Pulmonary and Critical Care
Ayman Soubani, MD
Radiation Oncology
Harold Kim, MD
Surgical Oncology
Steve Kim, MD
Thoracic Oncology
Frank Baciewicz, MD
Urology
Michael Cher, MD
McLaren Bay Region
Chief of Staff
Jonathan Abramson, MD
Immediate Past Chief
Mark Komorowski, MD
Vice Chief of Staff
Scott Vandenbelt, MD

Secretary-Treasurer
Naeem Ahmed, MD
Practitioner Excellence
Committee Chairman
Thomas Markus, MD
Quality Council Chairman
Naeem Ahmed, MD
Utilization and Record
Management Committee
Chairman
Valluru Reddy, MD
DEPARTMENT CHAIRMEN

Anesthesia
Martin Read, MD
Cardiac Services
Robert Holmes, MD
Diagnostic Imaging
Bassam Daghman, MD
Emergency Services
Kenneth Parsons, MD
Family Practice
Maria Lawrence, DO
Internal Medicine
Mohamed Ali, MD
Neurosciences
Timothy Gates, DO
Obstetrics-Gynecology
Douglas Saylor, MD
OphthalmologyOtolaryngology
Charles Zenzen, MD
Orthopedic Surgery
Branislav Behan, MD
Pediatrics
Dariusz Balinski, MD
Psychiatry
Adam Nicholas, MD
Surgery
Christopher Bruck, MD
McLaren Central Michigan
Chief of Staff
Kent Kirby, MD
Chief of Staff, Elect
Daniel Wilkerson, MD
Secretary-Treasurer
Kyle Gilde, MD
Members at Large
Michael Gross, MD
Michael Moutsatson, DO
Rami Safadi, MD
Michael Swirtz, MD
DEPARTMENT CHAIRMEN

Ambulatory Care
Daniel Wilkerson, MD
Anesthesiology
Michael Gross, MD
Cardiology
Sudeep Mohan, MD
Diagnostic Imaging
Bradford Winans, MD
Internal Medicine/Family
Practice
Ashok Vashishta, MD

Obstetrics-Gynecology
Michelle Sanders, DO
Pediatrics
Constanza Fox, MD
Surgery
Michael Moutsatson, DO

Neurology		
Sunita Tummala, MD
Pulmonary Diseases
Piyush Patel, MD
Rheumatic Diseases
Ali Karrar, MD

McLaren Flint
Chief of Staff
Michael Mueller, MD
Immediate Past Chief
Devinder Bhrany, MD
Vice Chief of Staff
David Wiese, MD
Secretary-Treasurer
Raymond Rudoni, MD
Members at Large
Jami Foreback, MD
Michael Kia, DO
Venkat Rao, MD

DIVISION CHIEFS SURGERY
DEPARTMENT

DEPARTMENT CHAIRMEN

Anesthesia
Konstantin Rusin, MD
Emergency Medicine
Raymond Rudoni, MD
Family Medicine
Paul Lazar, MD
Internal Medicine
T. Trevor Singh, MD
Obstetrics-Gynecology
Alexey Levashkevich, MD
Orthopedic Surgery
Norman Walter, MD
Pathology
David Wiese, MD
Physical Medicine and
Rehabilitation
Ed Atty, MD
Psychiatry
Kutty Matthew, MD
Radiation Oncology
Hesham Gayar, MD
Radiology
Christopher Conlin, MD
Surgery
Frederick Armenti, MD
DIVISION CHIEFS INTERNAL
MEDICINE DEPARTMENT

Allergy
Fikria Hassan, MD
Cardiology
James Chambers, DO
Endocrinology
Jamal Hammoud, MD
Gastroenterology
Sunil Kaushal, MD
General Internal Medicine
Shady Megala, MD
Hematology/Oncology
Madan Arora, MD
Infectious Diseases
Gregory Forstall, MD
Nephrology
Nabil Zaki, MD
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General Surgery
Michael Kia, MD
Neurological Surgery
Hugo Lopez-Negrete, MD
Ophthalmology
Frederick Bruening, MD
Plastic Surgery
William Thompson, Jr, MD
Thoracic Surgery
Anup Sud, MD
Urology
Harold Rutila, MD
Vascular Surgery
Robert Molnar, MD
McLaren Greater Lansing
Chief of Staff
J. Wesley Mesko, MD
Immediate Past Chiefs of Staff
David Boes, DO
Sadiq Syed, MD
Chief of Staff Elect
Mia Michelena, DO
Secretary
John Flood, DO
Treasurer
Douglas VanderJagt, DO
Members at Large
David Detrisac, MD
Kenneth Elmassian, DO
Divyakant Gandhi, MD
Chad Gerrish, DO
MSU-COM Representative
Dean William Strampel, DO
DEPARTMENT CHAIRMEN

Anesthesiology
Dana Duren, DO
Cardiology
Ibrahim Shah, MD
Emergency Medicine
Sarah Ornazian, DO
Family Medicine
Dennis Perry, MD
Internal Medicine
Aaron Bohrer, DO
Obstetrics-Gynecology
Sandra Russell, DO
Orthopedic Surgery
Michael Shingles, DO
Charles Taunt, DO
Pathology
Neil Caliman, MD
Pediatrics and Adolescent
Medicine
Abdalla Abdalla-Ali, MD
Psychiatry
Linda Peterson, MD

Utilization Review
Harrison Tong, DO
McLaren Port Huron
Chief of Staff
Suresh Tumma, MD
Chief-Elect
Vasken Artinian, MD
Secretary-Treasurer
Erina Kansakar, MD
DEPARTMENT CHAIRMEN

Radiology
Amy Federico, DO
Surgery
Jeffrey Deppen, DO
McLaren Lapeer Region
Chief of Staff
Kevin Carter, DO
DEPARTMENT CHAIRMEN

Anesthesiology
Jeremy Roberts, DO
ED Section Chair and
Credentials Chair
Brad Blaker, DO
Family Medicine
Christopher Steinacker, DO
Medicine
Kenneth Jostock, Jr, MD
Medicine QM
Vishnu Sharma, MD
Neurosurgery
Moses Jones, MD
Surgery
Sabry Mansour, MD
McLaren Macomb
Chief of Staff
James Larkin, DO
Immediate Past Chief
Andrew Staricco, MD
Vice Chief of Staff
Beth Wendt, DO
Secretary-Treasurer
Michael D’Almeida, DO
DEPARTMENT CHAIRMEN

Anesthesiology
Nasir Rasheed, DO
EENT & PS
David DeMello, DO
Emergency Medicine
James Larkin, DO
Family Practice
Walter Klimkowski, DO
Internal Medicine
Crista Broutin, DO

Obstetrics-Gynecology
Thomas Alderson, DO
Orthopedic Surgery
James Kehoe, DO
Pathology
Monroe Adams, DO
Pediatrics
Eileen Pokriefka, DO
Radiology
Karl Doelle, DO
Surgery
Michael D’Almeida, DO
McLaren Medical Group
Shawn Pertunen, DO
Thad Rathkamp, MD
Jennifer Rise, DO
Brad Ropp, MD
Sandra Russell, DO
Rami Safadi, MD
Michael Schafer, MD
Preston Thomas, MD
Michael Ziccardi, DO
McLaren Northern
Chief of Staff
Eric Basmaji, MD
Chief of Staff-Elect
Chandra Delorenzo, DO
Members at Large
Jeffrey Beaudoin, MD
Jon Begos, MD
Paul Blanchard, MD
David Corteville, MD
Chandra Delorenzo, DO
Marc Feeley, MD
Randy Galloway, MD
Ryan Hoenicke, MD
David Knitter, MD
Daniel O’Donnell, DO
Michele Squires, MD
Medical Staff Quality
Committee
Paul Blanchard, MD, Chair
Credentials Committee
Marc Feeley, MD, Chair
Medicine
Jon Begos, MD

Surgery
Daniel O’Donnell, DO
McLaren Oakland
President of Professional Staff
Harrison Tong, DO
VP of Professional Staff
Nikolai Butki, DO
Secretary-Treasurer
Paul Urbanowski, DO
DEPARTMENT CHAIRMEN

Anesthesiology
Paul Urbanowski, DO
Cardiology
Leonard Salvia, DO
Credentials
Craig Magnatta, DO
Critical Care
Scott Simecek, DO
Ethics
Kenneth Richter, DO, Chairman
Family Practice
Robert Basak, DO
Internal Medicine
Frank Rosenblatt, DO
Medical Education
Jo Ann Mitchell, DO, Director
Nik Butki, DO, Chair
Mortality Review
Lisa Kaiser, DO
OMT Committee
Mary Goldman, DO
Orthopedic
Shivajee Nallamothu, DO
Otolaryngology
Gary Kwartowitz, DO
Pathology
David Wiese, DO
Radiology
Karl Doelle, DO
Surgery
John Ketner, DO
Trauma
John Ketner, DO
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Anesthesiology
Harpreet Singh, MD
Cardiothoracic Surgery
James Martin, MD
Emergency Medicine
Christopher Hunt, MD
Family Medicine
Reid Stromberg, MD
Internal Medicine
Rajat Prakash, MD
Obstetrics-Gynecology
Jon Lensmeyer, MD
Orthopedics
Steven Heithoff, DO
Pathology
Lisa Geffros, MD
Pediatrics
Sreedhar Paknikar, MD
Psychiatry
Thomas Brozovich, DO
Radiology
David Tracy, MD
Surgery
Kimberley Clark-Paul, MD
MEC Members at Large
Scott Heithoff, DO
Edward Mauch, MD
COMMITTEE CHAIRMEN

Surgical Review Committee
Amanda Hurtubise, MD
Medical Review Committee
Beau Dowden, MD
Quality Council and Infection
Prevention Committee
John Brooks, MD
Credentials Committee
Vernon Dencklau, DO
Trauma Committee
Zubin Bhesania, MD
Liaisons

Medical Records Liaison
P. Dileep Kumar, MD
Utilization Review Liaison
Edmond Fitzgerald, MD
CME Liaison
Kathleen Fabian, DO
Transfusion Liaison
Anup Lal, MD
Chief Medical Information
Officer
Sara Liter-Kuester, DO
McLaren Port Huron Marwood
Nursing & Rehab
Medical Director
John Jarad, MD

Michael Gross, MD
Chairman, Department of
Anesthesiology
McLaren Central Michigan
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